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Balancing Risk & Reward

Major Investment Themes for 2019
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Global growth is expected to slow
as the long post-final crisis
economic expansion nears its final
stage.

Global monetary policy has taken on
a dovish tilt, as the Fed has pledged
to be very patient in evaluating its
next rate move.

Appropriate margins of safety need to be
factored into investment decisions as we
enter the later stages of an economic
expansion. Balancing risk-reward outcomes
remains important as signs of a more
pronounced growth slowdown or new trade
disputes could create uncertainty.
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Why Economic Cycles Matter

The majorly to bear markets coincide with recession
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A Strong Start to 2019

12.4%
9.2%

▪

Volatility subsided in the first quarter of 2019, in line with equities performing strongly.

▪

Developed markets up 12.5% and Emerging markets up 9.5% year-to-date.
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Global Outlook
▪ There are a few warning signs from a macroeconomic perspective – but this cycle is “different”.
▪ The U.S. is clearly in the late stages of an economic expansion – but it can persist for longer.
▪ Monetary conditions continue to normalise but U.S. is on hold for now.
▪ Consensus expects U.S. growth to slow in 2019 whilst inflation is expected to remain in check.
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▪ Eurozone growth is also expected to slow but less from a position of strength.
▪ The ECB is likely to end its net asset purchases with the possibility of a rate hike still plausible
(although if the Fed pauses and the euro appreciates the ECB may also pause).
▪ Brexit progress has stumbled – Oct 2019 the new extension date.
▪ Trade conflict between U.S. and China look closer to a resolution.
Conclusions: (1) Slowing growth as we enter the later stages of the cycle, (2) policy makers have taken a
patient stance in executing further monetary tightening, and (3) balancing risk-reward remains
important as signs of a more pronounced growth slowdown or new trade disputes could create
uncertainty
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Local Outlook

▪ Local elections could be the catalyst for political change that is desperately needed.
▪ Eskom is a key risk to South Africa.

▪ Fundamentals remain challenging and risks remain (unemployment, land, policy, debt).
▪ We’ve experienced a decade of under potential economic growth.
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▪ But valuations more attractive and SA is under-owned compared to other emerging markets.
▪ Conclusions: There is a positive investment case for South African assets from a bottom-up
perspective (bonds and equities) but the catalyst required to realise this, needs to come from topdown factors including: political reform & economic stimulatory measures.
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MACRO VIEWS

United States
The economy decelerated noticeably in Q4 2018 on softer consumer spending; declining federal outlays—partly due to the
government shutdown—and residential investment; and a feeble external sector. However, still-solid business investment
partly cushioned the slowdown. Turning to Q1 2019, available data indicates a further weakening. Feeble payroll gains in
February, together with shutdown effects and tepid retail sales data in January, bode poorly for private consumption.
Furthermore, a weak housing market may cause residential investment to keep contracting, and Fed Chair Powell recently
noted that business investment is also seen slowing in the quarter. Turning to trade talks, negotiators for both China and the
U.S. now hope to reach an agreement by the end of April, though progress could be stalled by enforcement issues.

Equally Weighted Composite of US Economic Macro Data
(2008 - Date)
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Europe
Comprehensive data confirmed that the economy stuttered again in Q4 2018, with growth barely picking up after the Q3’s
weak performance. Downbeat sentiment, troubles in the manufacturing sector and the unwinding of inventories weighed on
the domestic economy. While the economic backdrop remains somber in 2019—with heightened uncertainty over Brexit and
tariffs on the automobile industry—recent signs have emerged of a tentative stabilization. Retail sales jumped in January and
the unemployment rate held at a multi-year low, boding well for household spending. Low oil prices, meanwhile, should keep
inflation and the import bill in check. Furthermore, although economic sentiment continued to fall in February, the pace of
decline moderated significantly. That said, the manufacturing PMI slumped in March, suggesting that the sector is still reeling
from a slowing global economy and a bruised car sector.
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Japan
Despite a confirmed rebound in economic activity in the fourth quarter of last year, available data suggests that growth
was weak in the first quarter of 2019. The average manufacturing PMI hit an over two-year low in Q1, as nominal exports
contracted for the third consecutive month in February amid an economic slowdown in China. Moreover, consumer
confidence deteriorated markedly at the outset of the year, which does not bode well for private consumption this year,
while machinery orders—a leading indicator for investment in the coming three to six months—contracted for the third
period in a row in January. In light of recent developments, the government downgraded its assessment of the economy
for the first time in three years on 20 March. This could prompt Prime Minister Shinzo Abe to take action ahead of the
election in the upper house, which is to be held this July.
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China
Policy support appears to have shored up economic growth at the outset of the year, with investment growth, especially
property investment, accelerating in January–February and retail sales stabilizing in the same period. Industrial production
growth, however, slowed to a multi-year low in the first two months of the year, mostly due to subdued global demand.
Against a backdrop of struggling domestic growth and external headwinds, the government slightly lowered its GDP growth
target for this year at the National People’s Congress (NPC). At the same event, the top-leadership signaled a more
accommodative fiscal policy for this year and unveiled a series of tax cuts in order to support the economy. In terms of
policy action, along with announcing reforms to state-owned enterprises, the NPC approved a new investment law in an
attempt to placate the U.S. as trade negotiations continue.
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South Africa
Fourth-quarter growth confirmed the South African economy’s slow but steady comeback from last year’s short-lived
recession. On the demand side, fixed investment fell for the fourth quarter in a row as economic unrest pushed firms to
rethink their outlays on machinery and equipment; by the same token, this also bruised imports. Household spending, on
the other hand, was upbeat despite elevated inflation, as was government spending. Meanwhile, exports appeared to
benefit from a cyclical pick-up across the region. Looking ahead, available current-quarter data hints at a protracted
recovery. Moreover, rolling blackouts in recent weeks have highlighted Eskom’s shortcomings. The state-owned power
utility’s crippled finances took centre-stage when this year’s budget was presented on 20 February. Although analysts
praised Tito Mboweni’s plans as a net-positive for the ailing economy, they were also quick to note that an Eskom bailout
could push this year’s fiscal deficit beyond 4.0% of output.

Equally Weighted Composite of South African Economic Macro Data
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MARKET RISKS

Market Risks

Risk Rating
1

2

3

Brexit

3

Geo-political risk

3

Trade wars & protectionism

3

Fed hawkish shift

1

Magnitude of dollar strength

2

Global inflation concerns

2

Instability of Chinese economy

3

Trump Policy Uncertainties

3

SA Elections

3

Global Recession Fears

3

4

5

ASSET ALLOCATION

OFFSHORE MARKETS

Global Asset Allocation

Offshore Equity

Offshore Property

Expected
Return
(local)

6%

5%

Offshore Fixed Income

-1% - 4%

Offshore Cash

1.8%

Q2
2019

Q1
2019

Comments

N

Economic data suggests a slowing (but still stable) global economy with the U.S. in a late-cycle
environment. In Europe, weak economic momentum is a risk to earnings growth whilst Japanese company
valuations are attractive and are further supported by central bank intervention. Quality stocks are therefore
preferred over momentum stocks in developed markets at the moment. Within EM, economic reforms and
stimulus look to provide support to EM companies. Growth stocks are likely to perform well in EM.

N

More accommodative stances from DM central banks are to provide a tailwind for developed market
property stocks. Real estate also tends to perform well in the late stages of an economic cycle where
occupancy rates and economic activity are strong.

N

Caution required on U.S. government bonds at present given their recent rally, but still provide
diversification to portfolios given their negative correlation to equities. Our base case expectation is that a
U.S. economy still continues to grow in 2019, resulting in a gradual re-steeping of the yield curve from
current levels therefore we prefer short duration bonds over longer duration. A balanced approach however
warranted in the event of a bear case outcome. We are less constructive on EU debt given ongoing central
bank intervention in their markets with rates near zero.

N

N

Short maturity bonds and cash preferred over long duration bonds at current risk-reward levels.

N
Underweight

Moderately
underweight

Neutral

Moderately
overweight

Overweight

LOCAL MARKETS
SA Asset Classes

Expected
Return (ZAR)

Q2
2019

Q1
2019

Comments

SA Equity

11%

The SA Inc. theme needs to be measured against selective Rand Hedge opportunities.
Overall, local equity valuations are attractive but require economic growth to unlock this
value. The national elections may be the catalyst to this. Increasing EM tailwinds to offer
further support.

SA Fixed Income

11.5%

>400bps real yield can't be ignored if the carry trade remains relevant for SA Bonds. Risk of a
credit ratings downgrade also off the table for now making SA government bonds attractive.

SA Cash

6.5%

Bonds preferred over cash on a risk-adjusted basis.

SA Listed Property

11.5%

N

SA Property looking the cheapest it has since 1999. Weak SA economy not yet supportive
but this needs to be weighed up against attractive asset prices.

Preference Shares

10%

N

Attractive yield plus capital appreciation (grandfathering) provides potential upside. Recent
performance has however diminished some of this yield.

$/R (+ for ZAR
strength)

R12.50 R14.50

The Fed interest rate path, U.S.-China Trade deal and SA national elections remain the three
key battles for the ZAR.

N
Underweight

Moderately
underweight

Neutral

Moderately
overweight

Overweight

SECTORAL POSITIONING
Sectoral Positioning

Expected
Return (ZAR)

Resources

13%

Financials

7%

Industrials

10%

Q2
2019

Q1
2019

Comments
Late cycle global growth supportive of resource prices (and resource companies). A
weakening trade-weighted dollar from 2018 highs and a U.S.-China trade deal will offer
further support.
Valuations remain attractive and assuming that the SA economy improves in 2019, financials
should be net beneficiaries.

N

N

Stock picking important within the industrial sector with certain company valuations looking
attractive.

N
Underweight

Moderately
underweight

Neutral

Moderately
overweight

Overweight
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